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Continue reading the main storyPHOTOGRAPHY REVIEWThere is a scene in Larry Clark's amazing children's film in which teenager Casper, one of the main characters, stumbles upon a young man while skateboarding in Washington Square Park. The words lead to push and then blows, and Casper's friends suddenly
swarm to his aid like a wild packet of Lord of the Flies. With fists, kicks and skateboards, a dozen or more boys beat antagonist Casper unconscious. This gruesome event becomes the occasion for one of the film's most lyrically beautiful passages - the balletic choreography of violence - and therein lies the paradoxical
tension that animates Mr. Clark's entire career in photography and film: his squalid subject and his superbly sensual aesthetic.Mr. Clarke, who was born in 1943 in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is an obsessive provocative artist, and his first retrospective, the International Photography Center, is an obsessive provocative artist. , will
give your moral sensitivity workout. He is not happy if he works the outer limits of moral acceptability. His supporters say he is a testament to social truths. In the books that put him on the map of fine art photography, Tulsa (1971) and Teenage Man (1983), he reported from the front line of self-destructive youth culture in
vividly immediate scenes of drunkenness, driving, drugs and promiscuous sex. It's not just the subject that's alarming; it is also the nature of the photographer's involvement. Mr. Clark has never been a classic photojournalist for Life magazine, which falls on various kinds of newsworthy situations - the plight of Asian child
prostitutes, say - and reports from an interested distance. And despite the similarities, it wasn't a Robert Frank kind of fine art photographer, with an eye on a powerful visual metaphor. The main impulse in Mr. Clark's photography was autobiographical, and to the extent that his life was driven by socially problematic
energies, so did his photography. The text, which first appeared in Teenage Lust, included in the exhibition, should be a must-read for those who want to understand Mr. Clark and his difficult art. In argo hipster truck driver, Mr. Clark tells the story of his train wreck of life: his neglected childhood in Tulsa; speed with his
underage offending friends in the late 1950s; decades of drug abuse and excessive drinking; and two different incidents -- stabbing and shooting -- for which he made time in prison. Throughout it all, Mr Clarke, whose mother was a locally successful child photographer, had his camera ready to gather glimpses of his
restlessly wayward life. He also graduated from high school and went on to study photography at a small art school which, in light of his competing interests and imprisonment or the early death of many of his friends, seems to miraculous.Mr. Clarke was blessed with extraordinary eye and the fierce clarity of purpose.
With the perfect perfect instincts, he could rejuvenate the cliches of fine art photography. He could make a brooding portrait with shadows on the wall, cracked windshield and melancholic roadscapes. But there are also grainy photos in which young people laugh, run around and inject themselves with needles that look
as if they were made by an amateur party rather than an individual professional - a shot of a diarist, finally, by Nan Goldin and many others influenced by Mr. Clark, years later. Away from Henri Cartier-Bresson's perfect moments, these imperfect nonmoments that convey the jittery, special, uncomposed quality of life are
not going too fast. In the midst of all this quasi-criminal, bohemian craziness, this divine, softly shaded vision of a voluptuous pregnant woman in jeans and a bra sits in the light thrown out of a window, shooting a needle in her hand. Here's an early version of Larry Clark's problem. It's a beautiful and disturbing picture,
but is it worth it? Had he not put down his camera and tried to guide this woman from the terrible way she is on and save her unborn child? Teenage Lust part of the exhibition begins with a book of unforgettable sexy cover images of naked teenage lovers in the back seat of a car, and it culminates in portraits of teen
crooks, some of whom display their genitals as if to seduce a customer. Susan Sontag once wrote that the act of photographing is a way, at least tacitly, often explicitly, encouraging everything that happens to keep happening. This explains the moral nausea you feel when you look at more transgressive photos of Mr.
Clark. Seduced in the search, you become complicit in what feels like creepy voyeurism. The autobiographical text from Teenage Lust offers two explanations for the apparent immorality of Mr Clarke's photograph. One is that for most of his life with the addition of the substance, he was unable to help anyone. Another,
more compelling, is what it means to put you, the viewer, in an awkward position, wanting to look at things that you feel it is wrong to want to watch. He wants you to see a boy prostitute not the way a social worker sees them, but what they might look like for a middle-aged paedophile. By all walks, Mr Clarke is neither
gay nor a paedophile, but he wants you to know what interests and desires are free in our culture and in unrecognized places in the minds of all of us. However, the problem will not go away. Despite the reluctance to contribute to the censorship of our time, it's hard not to feel that there's something wrong with
pornographic adult photographs of Mr. Clark's apparently underage young men under the guise of high art. The next section of the show finds Mr. Clarke, circa 1990, moving into a video and collage in an eye-opening but not-so-successful effort to transform himself conceptualist and social critic, following the example of
the example of the example of Both Mike Kelly and Richard Prince.Video monitors play loops are taken from episodes of The Phil Donahue Show, in which teens who were involved in rape and murder cases are seriously questioned by the show's host and audience members. The collages feature posters of male
teenage movie stars, skateboarding paraphernalia and Mr Clarke's own disturbingly rude photos of naked teenagers. Too obvious is that the mainstream media culture is hypocritically complicit in the eroticism of children.Mr. Clarke's venture into film, on the other hand, has been brilliant and startlingly successful. At the
I.C.P. this weekend, Kids (1995) is being shown as a video projection in a small gallery with several chairs and sofas scattered. (His other films, Another Day in Paradise and Bully, will be shown in the coming weeks.) It's not the best way to watch a movie, but you get the gist. There is the story of a sexually predatory
boy named Tully, who, unleashing a young virgin at the beginning of the film, tends to do the same for a second by the end of the day; and there is a parallel story of a girl who learns that Tully has made her HIV positive and goes on a crazy quest all over the city for him. There is a dark, eerily acute sociology of
adolescence, driven by sex, drugs and alcohol. (Although it was a nightmare for his parents when he came out, Kids is a work of fiction; it doesn't raise concerns about his involvement in the real youth that his picture is.) But the true beauty of the film lies in its marriage of form and content: the shifting, sliding,
unpredictably rhythmic camera work tracking alternately aimlessly and wildly impulsive behavior of its teen actors as they drift and roam the city. The latest photos on the show continues to focus on teenagers, but it is no longer explicitly sexual. Nor does it look as if Mr. Clark has put all his own into it. The research of
skateboarders in Washington Square Park, made around the same time as Children, is similar to stylish fashion advertising; and a set of pictures of boys in Tulsa strains too hard to bring back the tasteless eroticism of his previous work. Nor does his autobiographical, note-style collages of photos, news clips, vinyl
records and other memorabilia appear animated by great personal necessity. When the show opened, Mr. Clark edited his latest film. This is what we must see to complete the picture of this troublesome but undoubtedly talented and enterprising artist. Larry Clark remains at the International Center for Photography,
1133 Avenue of the Americas, at 43rd Street, (212)857-0045, until June 5. I was born in Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1943, says Larry Clark in an introduction to Tulsa, his now iconic photobook since 1971. When I was 16, I started taking amphetamine. I filmed with friends every day for three years and then left town, but
returned after years. As soon as the needle enters, it never comes comes remains Clarke's most visceral book, an insider's view of the period in the mid-1960s, when he was a teenager living what he calls, without irony, outlaw life - shooting up speed, having sex with his taut girlfriends and hanging out with his gun-toting
addict friends. Sex, drugs and violence were captured in a raw, grainy monochrome that defined the crude confessional style adopted later by Nan Goldin, Corinne Day and Antoine D'Agata. But Clark went there first, and Tulsa remains a template for everything that followed, bluring the lines between voyeurism and
intimate reporting, between honesty and exploitation. Writing about Tulsa in the photobook Volume 1, authors Martin Parr and Jerry Badger say that the incessant emphasis on the sleazy aspect of life portrayed, except for almost nothing else - whether photographed from inside or not - raises concerns about exploitation
and engaging the viewer in a prurient, voyeuristic relationship with work. Nevertheless, it is this dynamic that fills the images with such alarming force. Next week, a foam in Amsterdam pairs images from Tulsa with photos from Clark's follow-up, Teenage Lust, for a show that reminds us just how disturbing Clark's early
vision of teenage outlaw life was, and remains. Clarke's long-lost film, Tulsa, which was shot at 16mm in 1968 and reopened in 2010, will also be screened - a generally more experimental precursor to the films that followed, including Kids and Ken Park, and full of graphic sex. Dead 1970. Photo: Larry Clark. Courtesy of
the artist and Luhring Augustine, the New YorkThe film is as photography as Clark once told me, a recording of his secret teenage life. When he first saw the prints, he was just as shocked and scared as everyone else. I remember thinking: I either got to burn all the negatives and shoot myself, or go down to Los Angeles
and try to get it published. But the subsequent publication of the book and its pioneering reputation did nothing to appease its demons. Because of his subsequent heroin addiction, it took Clark 10 years to complete Teenage Addiction, which was finally published in 1983. An autobiography of his teenage years, it
included more raw images of drug use and teenage sex, as well as portraits of young crooks working in New York's Times Square, with little poignancy left by family pictures and portraits. (Interestingly, his mother was a studio photographer who specialized in portraits of mother and child.) It's a more thoughtful book, but
it also pres thoughts Clarke's seeming obsession with the wayward life of teenagers, which has since become a central theme of his films, the most controversial children, and then books such as 2008's Los Angeles Vol 1, in which he trails a skater to a bunch of kids from Compton, east of Los Angeles. Here's early black
and white The virtual is replaced by a lingering, bright-tinged look that sometimes looks like a street fashion shoot. It seems a far cry from there was no judgment, no moral point of view in his early work: these kids all look like they just have a good time as they shoot up or point guns at each other. But they still bother
viewers today because of this - and because they portray suburban America; it was not a overshadowed picture in the city center, but the kids next door. Speedy and Barb, New York, 1968. Photo: Larry Clark. Courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York One of the images of Clark, a young girl grinning as she
gleefully injects liquid from a syringe, never left me. He was more instinctively self-confident when he was young and actually lives what he photographed, even when his stubbornly self-destructive life got out of hand. Tulsa, for all his voyeuristic accusation, was made in extreme circumstances by the initiative of a young
man whose life lurched from one drama to another: intravenous use of amphetamine at 16, a brief spell at an art school in New York at 18, a two-year stint in the U.S. Army in Vietnam, and a return to Tals in 20 years, where he lived with a prostitute and finished heroin. When I pushed him about why he was so self-
destructive, Clark fell uncharacteristically silent and then mentioned his unfailing feelings of being ignored and disliked by his father as a child. The classic Freudian drama, then, is played out in a pinch of a lost boy who, for a long time, was intent on self-destruction. And yet he survived as Nan Goldin after him, taking to
the camera and filming the chaos of his crazy life - even when he wanted to do anything other than that. When someone I knew was going to die, that happened a lot, I think they were one of the lucky ones,' he told me. I honestly thought I was cursed to stay on the ground and take pictures. Photos.
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